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ABSTRACT
The challenge of defining and successfully executing in-flight thermal control system testing of
a complex manned spacecraft such as the Space Shuttle Orbiter and the considerations attendant to the
definition of the tests are described in this report. Design concerns, design mission requirements,
flight test objectives, crew vehicle and mission risk considerations, instrumentation, data require-
ments, and real-time mission monitoring are discussed. In addition, an overview of the test results
is presented.
INTRODUCTION
The value and utility of a manned spacecraft suc_ as the Space Shuttle Orbiter are enhanced
greatly by its operational flexibility and capability to perform a multitude of varied and partly
undetermined mission objectives. In thls light, it was the initial design goal.that the thermal de-
sign of the Orbiter be accomplished with minimum constraints with respect to vehicle attitude and
time in attitude as well as power and welght..
The classical approach, whether for an unmanned or a manned spacecraft, is to define a thermal
design mission which provides a design envelope and then to verify the design performance by ground
testing to the extreme environments of the envelope, or by performing a simulated mission profile
with minimal In-flight testing supported by analyses. This approach, however, was fostered in part
by the fact that previous spacecraft were not reusable and a high degree of confidence in the design
was necessary before committing to flight.
Program funding limitations and the fact that the Orbiter was a reusable spacecraft led to the
consideration of in-flight testl_g for thermal design verification. At first glance, it would appear
that this was a high-risk approach from a crew and vehicle safety standpoint as well as for mission
success. Also of concern was the potential impact to the overall program schedule which might result
if far-reachingdesign changeswere necessary. However, systems redundancy,failure design require-
ments, and the capability to return to Earth in a short time minimized these risks. The overall
test/verification approach and considerations which led to the total definition are described.
In-fllght testing of the Space Shuttle Orbiter integrated thermal control design was success-
fully completed during the initial five orbital flights of the Space Transportation System (STS).
The data base for verification of the thermal design to meet specified operational requirements was
obtained with minimal ground tests through the definition and implementation of a comprehensive in- -
flight test program. Adequate data were obtained to either demonstrate capability or provide a data
base for correlation of the vehicle- and subsystems-level thermal math models (TMM's) for analytical
definitionof the vehicle thermalperformance capability.
TCS DESIFN OVERVIEW
The Orbiter thermal control system (TCS) ts required to control and establish the thermal envi-
ronments for a11 systems outside the crew moduh. However, certain systems that require internal
thermal control as an intimate part of their operations are not included in the TCS. These are the
fuel cel Is, the auxiliary power units (APU's) and cryogenic tank internal heaters, the active thermal
,control system Freon loop, the flash evaporator and steam ducts, and the hydraulic system water-
boiler heaters.
The Orbiter TCS malntalns subsystems and components within specified temperature limits for all
mission phases (prelaunch, ascent, Earth orbit, entry, and postlanding). Integrated thermal control
management i•s accomplished through use of fibrous and multllayer insulation (MLI) blankets, and avail-
able heat sources and heat sinks supplemented by passive thermal control (PTC) techniques such as
coatings, heaters, thermal isolators, and, where practical, subsystems operating modes.
The basic insulation design consists of bulk flbrous insulation (TG-15000) sized to protect sub-
systams from overheating during entry and postlanding thermal soakback and supplemented by MLI for
low weight, high thermal efficiency on orbit. The general vehicle-level application of bulk Insula-
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tion and MLI is shown in figures I and 2. A typical frame insulation installation is showr, in fig-
ure 3, and typical fluid line applications are shown in figure 4.
Heater systems are used extensively as depicted in figure 5. These consist predominantly of
two types: rope for fluid lines and patch heaters for area radiant heating and direct component
heating such as aerodynamic control surface (aerosurface) actuators. A typical fluid line installa-
tion is shown in figure 6. Radiant heater designs are applied in the forward reaction control sys-
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tem (RCS) compartment and the auxiliary propulsion system (APS) pods. The APS pod radiant heaters
consisted of patch heaters applied to existing structural panels as depicted in figure 7. Most Or-
biter heater systems are thermostatically controlled; exceptions are heaters required for special
systems functions and operating modes, such as fuel cell purge line and vent heaters and main land-
ing gear brakeline heaters, which are manually controlled.
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Except for drain lines and actuators, where heaters are applied for local thermal Control, Or-
biter hydraulic system temperatures are maintained on orbit by operation of circulation pumps which
distribute the pump waste heat and heat picked up by way of a heat exchanger from the active TCS
waste-heat-rejection loop to the various lines and components. The initial thermal requirement for
the pumps was for prelaunch thermal conditioning of the main propulsion system (MPS) engine components
and also for postlanding thermal conditioning to prevent local overheating of hydraulic system seals
resulting from entry-heating soakback into the vehicle. On-orbit control of the circulation pump op-
eration is achieved by a software thermostat mode driven by 40 temperature transducers located in the
3 hydraulic systems or by a computer-driven timer mode. In addition, specified movement of the
aerosurfaces during main pump operations before entry interface is required to flush cold hydraulic
fluid from stagnant lines and components to achieve full performance temperature levels during entry.
The vehicle-level air and gaseous nitrogen purge system (fig. 8) provides supplemental environ-
ment conditioning during prelaunch and postlanding phases. The primary thermal control function of
the purge system before launch is to minimize heater usage and thereby to lower peak power require-
ments at lift-off and, in particular, to minimize stratification in the aft fuselage compartment dur-
ing the MPS cryogenic chilldown conditioning and to raise the resulting compartment temperature
levels. During the postlanding entry-heating-soakback period, the purge provides attenuation of the
potential peak temperatures to which subsystems components would be subjected without the purge.
External vehicle surface coatings were dictated by thermal protection syste_ (TPS) requirements
for a black coating on the high-temperature reusable insulation and leading edges and a white coating
on the low-temperature reusable insulation and felt (fig. 9). A white glass-fabric material was
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FIGURE g.- 0V-I02 THERMAL PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM.
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chosen for payload insulation blanket covers to reduce the effect of direct solar heating in the
cavity and to provide acceptable temperatures for payloads. Internal insulation surfaces are
metallized to provide a low emittance an_ thereby to reduce heat transfer tc and fro_ th(, structure.
THERMAL DESIGN MISSION
The initial thermal design mission definition for the Orbiter was quite simple; that is, provide
adequate thermal design capability for the prelaunch, ascent, entry, and postlanding thermal environ-
ments and provide a 160-hour attitude-hold capability on orbit. The only constraints to the atti-
tude-hold capability which evolved early in the Orbiter development were associated with preventing
violation of the external TPS and structural bondline lower temperature and, in a hot case, providing
preentry conditioning to cool the TPS bondlines below allowable maximum initial entry temperature
levels.
The TPS bondline lower limit of -170o F could potentially be violated for any attitude which al-
lowed continuous deep-space viewing. This possibility led to the requirement to limit such attitude
holds to 6 hours followed by 3 hours of thermal conditioning before resuming the hold. This require-
ment applied only to attitudes that excluded solar or planetary exposure to a surface of the Orbiter
during an orbit period. These attitudes were local-vertical orientations at high beta angles. A beta
angle of 600 to go° was chosen to define these orbital conditions. The beta angle is defined as the
angle between the Earth-Sun line and the orbit plane.
During the course of the development program, additional attitude constraints were accepted by
program management in lieu of design changes. These constraints are as follows.
1. Earth or solar viewing by the active thermal control system radiators is limited_ the limita-
tion varies dependent on water storage and power levels.
2. Tail to Sun attitudes are limited to 24 hours to prevent overheating of orbital maneuvering
system (OMS) engine feedlines.
3. Nose, tail, and side Sun attitudes are limited to 33 hours to prevent violation of the main
landing gear strut actuator and hydraulic dump valve lower limit of -350 F.
An additional requirement arose by which, for contingency early mission termination, thermal con-
ditioning would be limited to 155 minutes and should not result in catastrophic conditions during
entry or after landing. However, degradation in mission life would be accepted. The basic thermal
design mission is outlined in figure 10; the basic thermal conditioning mode (PTC) and the beta angle
(B) are illustrated.
PTC - 2 TO 5 RPH ROLL ABOUT THE
LONGITUDINAL AXIS PERPENDICULAR
TO THE SOLAR VECTOR
• BETA ANGLE 0 _ TO 60 _
• ANY ATTITUDE HOLD FOR > 160 HR (RADIATOR, MAIN
LANDING GEAR, AND OMS ENGINE CONSTRAIN
CERTAIN ATTITUDES)
• PRE-ENTRY THERMAL CONDITIONIRG UP TO 12 HR
• BETA ANGLE 60 _ TO 90_
• INERTIAL ATTITUDE HOLDS > 160 HR (RADIATOR, MAIN
LANDING GEAR, AND OMS ENGINE CONSTRAIN
CERTAIN ATTITUDES)
- PRE-ENTRY THERMAL CONDITIONING UP TO 12 HR
• WORSE-CASE COLD EARTH RELATIVE ATTITUDE
HOLDS FOR 6 HR FOLLOWED BY 3 HR OF THERMAL
RECOVERY (PTC)
- PRE-ENTRY THERMAL CONDITIONING UP TO 7 HR
SUN
) ;
BETA ANGLE (_) = ANGLE BETWEEN
SOLAR VECTOR AND ORBIT PLANE
FIGURE 10.- 13ERMAL DESIGN MISSION PROFILE.
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COkEERNS AFFECTING ON-ORBIT TESI DEFINITION
The initial program decision to consider in-flight thermal test and verification in lieu of
ground thermal vacuum tests understandably caused much apprehension and concern. Verification by
means of thermal ground tests and analysis supported by a minimum of in-flight testing was considered
as the optimum technical approach. This conclusion was fostered in part by the design immaturity and
unknown design problems at that time (late 1974 and early 1975).
Major concerns centered around (I) potential impacts to the thermal test time lines by other mis-
sion objectives, (2) the adequacy of flight instrumentation frum the standpoint of quantity and loca-
tion for both real-time anomaly identification and math model correlation, (3) the potential for early
mission termination (mission success), (4) potential design changes which could impact the total
orbital flight test (OFT) program, (5) commitment to flight by unverified analyses, and (6) the ques-
tion of whether adequate thermal response for math model validation could be obtained. Ideally, the
best approach for determinine full capability and for providing sufficient data for math model verifi-
cation and analytical extrapolations to actual fliqht design environments is to subject the vehicles
and subsystems to the extreme hot and cold environments. This situation obviously is not desirable
on initial flights from a crew or vehicle safety standpoint or for mission success. Basic advantages
and disadvantages of ground thermal vacuum testing and in-flight testing were presented and summa-
rized (tables l(a) to I(c)) along with the thermal vacuum test requirements (table 2).
Although Orbiter systems redundancy had a major impact in negating some of the basic risks and
safety concerns, the potential of basic design flaws had to be faced in the design of redundant heat-
er systems. A number of small fluid line heater tests were implemented to provide a level of confi-
dence in the design approach. The in-flight tests, which are discussed later, were designed to mini-
mize the impact of design flaws.
Other vehicle design features such as the caution and warning and the fault detection and annun-
cfation (FDA) systems provide a method of defining systems failure redlines for early anomaly identi-
fication and resolution. These systems are used extensively for monitoring heater system performance.
In addition, concerns over undercooling or overheating of RCS engines due to either heater system
inadequacy or engine firing effects are minimized by an automatic deselect system.
VEHICLE MONITORING AND INSTRUMENTATION
Of major importance in any type of testing is the adequacy of the test instromentation. As
previously mentioned, this factor was a prime concern since a flight vehicle has inherent limitations
as to the number of instruments that can be accommodated. In addition to the basic instrumentation
needed to control operatinq modes of the various subsystems and to determine their general status, in-
strumentation was required to meet the objectives of the thermal flight tests. The overal_ verifica-
tion and subsystem requirements which led to the definition of the flight test instrumentation awe
delineated in table 3.
Each subsystem area was reviewed for instrumentation to verify thermal math models for design-
peculiar problems and for minimum real-time flight monitoring. The initial requirement was to add,
to the existing 219 real-time operational flight instruments (OFf's) and 633 recorded development
flight instruments (DFI's), ]460 new DFI'S, of which 441 would be available in real time over the OFI
system to support real-time monitoring and anomaly identification and resolution. This assessment
was conservative but provided for the highest level of confidence in correlating math models for
analytical design verification. However, such programmatic considerations as modifications, added
costs, and schedule impacts inherent in accommodating this large amount of instrumentation on the ve-
hicle suggested an alternate approach. Such an approach which would provide acceptable real-time
monitoring capability but represented minimal instrumentation for math model verification purposes
was presented and accepted. The former consideration affected to a great extent the definition of
the flight test program, which is discussed later. It was agreed to add 410 DFI sensors to the
Orbiter and to provide 410 data channels for real-time monitoring of selected existing and new DFI
sensors. This addition brought the initial complement of real-time and recorded thermally related
sensors to 629 and 633, •respectively.
As a result of design changes and particular problems or concerns that arose during the design,
development, and test phases of the vehicle, the number of real-time sensors approached 800. It was
evident that such a large number of sensors could not be monitored adequately by means of manual
plotting. Since no preflight data on vehicle thermal control performance were available to provide
intelligence as to actual thermal response times or time to reach limits, it became evident that a
real-time or near-real-time system of monitoring temperature response and trends was required. A sum-
mary of real-time monitoring requirements is presented in table 4. It was estimated that approxi-
mately 90 people (30 per B-hour shift) with expertise in the thermal design area would be required
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TABLE 2.- REQUIREMENTS FOR THERMAL VACUUM TESTS
• INTEGRATED THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM VERIFICATION
e Functional verification of integrated subsystems, interfaces, and active/passive thermal con-
trol systems while exposed to extreme mission environments
• Subsystems qualification environment verification
• Flight operations support by demonstrating off limits and contingency operatior, of subsystems
• OBTAIN DATA FOR CORRELATION OF THERMAL ANALYTICAL MATH MODEL
• Certification analysis tool
• Mission planning tool
• Establish operational capability (operational data book)
• Real-time mission support tool
I!
per flight to plot data and identify potential problems and to support real-time decision activities
for problem resolution.
An interactive computer terminal system, or trend monitoring system (TMS), was instituted by
which six terminals were provided for retrieval and plotted display of data in near real time. The
__number of terminals was determined by appropriate grouping of subsystems and major vehicle areas
allowing the use of minimum personnel while not overloading a particular individual. Data were pro-
vided to the host computer by computer-compatible tapes (CCT's) obtained from the Mission Control
Center network interface processor (NIP). The normal lag between real-time data and TMS data-base
updates was approximately 2 hours. Use of an on-line printer enabled review and scanning of real-
time cathode-ray tube (CRT) data displays by the thermal analysts. Data comparison with preflight
prediction and previous flight data, data extrapolation, flight plan changes, and real*time anomaly
investigations were supported by the real*time CRT data displays and TMS data sources, which proved
to be a very effective combination. The real-time data flow and analysis is depicted in figure 11.
IN-FLIGHT TEST PHILOSOPHY AND APPROACH
As in the case of ground thermal vacuom testing, it would have been ideal fro_ a thermal stand-
point to subject the vehicle to design conditions immediately during the flight test program. This
exposure would have the advantage of providing the best possible data for design verification as well
as of minimizing the number of test conditions and the flight test time. However, as discussed pre-
viously, crew safety and mission success considerations were primary. Basic to these considerations
was the demonstration of launch, orbit insertion, deorbit, entry, and landing capabilities and pro-
cedures. In addition, such an approach would require that critical procedures for payload bay door
closure, TPS preentry thermal conditionin§, and hydraulic system entry warmup as well as the wheel
brakeline heaters (which are only used just before and during entry) would have to work properly the
first time. With these considerations and concerns in mind, the philosophy was adopted to subject
the vehicle initially to a benign thermal environment to allow identification of any gross design
flaws and to minimize the potential risk and mission impact. The vehicle would, within the OFT pro-
gram constraints such as launch schedules, number of flights, mission length, and payload require-
ments, then be subjected to increasingly more severe thermal environments on follow-on flights.
In line with the stated philosophy, it was necessary that such test requirements as environ-
ments, vehicle attitudes, and special tests be defined consistent with progra_ constraints and still
provide for in-flight;capability demonstration or provide adequate data for correlation of T_LS to
be used for analytical design verification. This need resulted in requirements for both low- anO
high-beta-angle flights. The distinction between high and lo_,beta angles is that high beta angles
(600 to 900), depending on orbit altitude, approach or provide 100 percent sunlight conditions or no
Earth shadow time as opposed to lo_ beta angles. The rationale for low-beta-angle missions was as
follows.
I. To provide benign environment for early identification of gross design inadequacies
2. To provide level of confidence in design to commit to more severe environments
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TABLE 3.- 114ERHAL TEST iNST!qUMENTATiON
HE(jUT_MENT FOR ADOITIONAL THEI_IAL INSTRUMENTATION
a ]ntesrrated themal control system verification
- Obtain datm for ther_m_ml math model co_elatlon and subsequent verification by analysis
e O!_eratlonal program support
- Mission plannlng tool
- Data source for ODD
- Real-time misston support and contingency identification and rosoh_clon
]NSTRLA_ENTATIO_N TDENT[FICATiON GROUNO RULES
e Utillze vehicle/subsystems destgn symmetry and slmillrlty to minimize nclm_r of measurements
e Id_tlfy critical areas required for real-ti_ on-orblt mnltorlng to prevent contingencies
STRUt TURE/SUBSY STEM REQUIREMENTS
e Teltc s
identify gi'edtents caused by heaters and local environment
- Determine heat gain/loss through mounts
- Determine interaction with surrounding structure subsystem
- Determine heater siztng and controller location edequecy
m Ltne$
- idantlfy cold spots and verify heat_/Insulmtlon sizing and controller location
- Determine heat gain/loss _ through mounts
- Determine interaction with surrounding structure/su_t_
m Hemt-gm_eratl_ e_Ip_ent (fuel cells, APUo p_$, etc.)
- Determine interaction with surrounding $trocIDure/subsystoms (heat balance and hut
dtstrt but ton )
- Verify destg_ envtroments
I Insulation
- Verify adequacy Of performance in installed configuration
- Verlfy des19n envlrormmmts
i Structure
- Verify subsystom_ delg_ environments (boundary coodltlon$)
- _ndllne eeurmnt$ for _(_entry thermal conditioning, verlfy structural @adients
- Verify cein heat lee
e Hy_raui t_S
- Verify clrculltlon loop flow balance and duty circle required for on-orblt the_1 control
- Verify adequate temperature control durlng maln pomp operations
- Verify hemter/Insulatlon sizin_ and controller locations for stagnant llne and usoclmted
components
• _S/(_S engines -'
• Vertfy engtne ftrtng soakback effects
- Vertfy engine heater sizes/duty cycles
- Detemtne heet gain/loss through engines
e liPS
- Detecmlne locel cooltnq effects from cr_gentc lines and effect of engine firing
on aft fuselage subsystems
- _)etennine effects Of heat gain/loss through engine on eft compartment and
subsystem
• Payload bay (_B)
- Verlfy offecl;s of open doors on lowr Iidfuselage components
- Ve'lfy PLB envtrorarint$
a PLB doors
- Substimtiata ana1_ical design gradients as they affect door operatlofls
- Verify tmpecatures Of smelt and mechanism
o General * Verify _I and heater controller locations
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TABLE 4.- REQUIREMENTS FOR REAL-TIME THERMAL FLIGHT DATA
a GENERAL - Provide Intelllgence for precluding, Identlfylng, and resolving anomalous conditions in
those areas where analysis and ground test data are inadequate for preflight verification
a SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
- Adequacy of hydraulic circulation pump for on-orbit operation and preentry aerosurface
actuator/power drive unit warmup
- Monitor operation of subsystem heaters (heater sizing, controllers and OFI Instru_nentatlon
location)
- Monitor are_ which constrain vehicle attitudes
- Effect of OMS/RCS engine flrlng/soakback on subsystem components and interfaces
- Requirement for and adequacy of preentry thermal conditioning of liDS/structure and related
door closure components (seals, motors, etc.)
• THERMAL MONITORING REQUIREMI_CTS
- Lack of test data and knowledge of vehlcle/sub$yste_ response characteristics and TCS design
adequacy requires timely access to real-time data and playback {as available) in a readily
available and usable form for evaluation and declslonmaklng to:
a Determine vehicle status
a Identlfy/forecast potential or impending anomalous conditions
a Recommend or concur on remedial actions or flight plan changes
Approximately BOO temperatures must be monitored
Additional data required (available from existing sources) - Vehicle Earth/Sun look angles.
orbital position, systems configuration and operating modes, power loads, engine firing
times, overboard dump time lines, and consumables usage history
a VEHICLE STATUS REQUIREMENTS
High and low limit flags
Thermal summary tabs - Quick scan of all real-time thermal data
a PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION/FORECASTING REQUIREMBTS - Real-time temperature history plots
Capability to select parameters and plot scale {real-time update and playback interleaved)
Storage and retrieval
Overlay/comparison of predicted and flight data
- Vehicle-Earth/vehlcle-Sun look-angle pl_ts
• REMEDIAL ACTION/FLIGHT PLAN CHANGE REQUIREMENTS - Same as problem Identlflcatlon/forecastlng
a WHY ARE NEAR-REAL-TIME PLOTS WITH INTERLEAVED PLAYBACK AND STORAGE RETRIEVAL CAPABILITY REQUIRED?
- Manned Test - Requires timely, recognition of impending problems and definition of alternative
sol utions
- Lack of test experience - Unknow_ level of confidence in preflight _ requires thorough
understanding of available-'_ data be maintained at all times
Fll)ht data will be the m_or tool for recoonlzine potential problems and recommendino
avoidance 'actions and flight plan _ -
Time to reach limits - Transient thermal response, which is _ on environment, heater
size, and design, can o_tained fr_p----_[o-t-_edata
Data extrapolation for more than a few hours (depending upon response rate) is questionable
Volume of data - Volume of data cannot be efficiently managed, plotted, handled, or under-
stood without adequate computer hardware/software sup_rt
F
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FIGURE 11.' REAL-TIME DATA FLOW AND ANALYSIS SCHEMATIC,
3. To gatn level of confidence |n analyt'Jcal capability required for In-flight problem resolu-
tton and to support mtsston planntng
I
4. Potentially Inadequate data availability, both tn sensor quantity and in sensor locations as
well as that associated with long periods between ground statton passes at high beta angles, requires
previous flight test experience in support of anomaly resolution and mission planning
Htgh-beta-_ngle fllght requirements stemmed from the fo]lowing.
1. Concern tha_temperature levels and the emplttude of transient responses at low beta angles
would be inadequate for TI_ correlation and analytical verification
2. Opportunity afforded at high beta angles to subject the vehtcle or portions of the vehtcle
to extreme hot or cold conditions and provision of the best environments for _ correlation or demon-
stratton of destgn capability
FLIGHT TEST REqUIREM_TS AND TEST DEFINITION
The fundamental driver for test definition was to prove the thermal capability of the various
IO0_
subsystems to meet the thermal design mission and to identify any existing constraints for the pur-
pose of determining operational acceptability or redesign requirements and providing basic capability
definition to support operational mission planning. To obtain the necessary test data, each system
must be subjected to cold and hot environments during each mission phase to either demonstrate capa-
bility or correlate thermal math models. Since each vehicle compartment area with few exceptions can
be treated as a box, the basic on-orbit test attitudes were defined to subject each side to hot and
cold environments with variations dependent on peculiar subsystems and component test requirements.
In addition to determining environmental tes" requirements, it was also necessary to define spe-
cific systems functional tests to verify thermally sensitive operating modes. Initial test require-
ments and test definition were derived from the thermal design data-base analyses which identified ve-
hicle and subsystems sensitivities. This process obviously was iterative since the overall thermal
design was subject to the design maturity of other subsystems which affected the integrated thermal
characteristics of the vehicle. A number of analysis cycles were required to update test require-
merits in addition to mission planning and actual preflight time-line analyses to arrive at the final
test definition. The manner in which the various analyses are fed into the test definition and ulti-
mately support the data correlation activities leading to the final TCS verification is shown in fig-
ure 12.
Prelaunch and ascent testing was basically a matter of obtaining data since systems operating
modes are defined by launch operations and the external "environment cannot be controlled. Likewise,
systems test requirements, other than TCS, critical to entry defined the entry phase requirements.
Each system was reviewed to determine data and test requirements for each mission phase. The general
requirements are delineated in table 5.
Flight test requirements can be divided into two test groups.
I. Normal system operation and response to a given or specified environment
2. Operation of a system in a specified mode in a given or specified environment
Therefore, the first task in defining the flight test was to identify the required environments and
vehicle on-orbit attitudes. Since the prelaunch, ascent, and entry phase environments and systems
operating modes could not be varied to any great extent for TCS testing, the major portion of TCS
tests was centered around the on-orbit phase. As d_scussed previously, it would have been ideal to
subject the vehicle to extreme environments, which could be achieved by testing at high beta angles.
This approach would also result in a minimum number of test conditions. However, in addition to<the
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TABLE 5.- SYSTEMS TEST REQUIREMENTS
1. GENERAL
a. Verify adequacy of heater system designs to maintain temperatures during all mission
phases
b. Verify adequacy of insulation system in conjunction with the TPS to protect subsystems
durtng aeroheating phases and pestlandtng entry-heating soakback
c. Verify that subsystem allowable environments are maintained during a11 mission phases
2. THERMALPROTECTION SYSTEM
a. Define on-orbit cold attitude-hold capability and thermal conditioning requdrement
b. Determine preentry thermal condltlonlng requirements to prevent violation of maximum a11ow-
able initial entry temperatures
3. STRUCTURES
a. Oetermtne structural gradients to support entry and landing stress and loads analyses
r
b. Provide data to support determination of structural deflection effects on payload bay door
(PLBO) closure and payload interfaces
4. HYDRAULICS
a. Verify adequacy of prelaunch hydraulic system thermal conditioning of main propulsion system
b. Verify adequate temperature control of hydraulic system during main pump operations for all
mission phases
c. Determine adequacy of circulation pump on-orbtt operation as a moans of maintaining hydrau-
lic system temperatures
d. Determine mtntmum preentry matn pump operation and aerosurface actuator acttvtty to achieve
mtnlmum full performance system and actuator temperatures
e. Determine postlandtng circulation pump operational period to prevent local system
overheating resulting from entry-heating soakpack
S. RCS/CNS ENGINES
a. Vertfy that acceptable structure and subsystems temperatures are maintained following engine
firings
b. Detemine engine firing constraints {i.e., overheating or undercoollng of engine components),
if any.
c. Verify ONS engine feedllne tail to Sun attitude-hold constraint
6. MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM - Determine effect of maln engine cryogenic chilldown during prelaunch and
ascent and verify aft fuselage subsystem environments
7, PAYLOADBAY DOOR MECHANISMS .
a. Verify that door latches, drive motors, mechanisms, and seals can be maintained within allow-
able temperature limits
b. Verify closure capability for various vehicle on-orblt attitudes
8. PAYLOADBAY
a. Verify environment definition for payload integration for all mission phases
b. Verify adequate insulation performance at payload bay and lower equipment bay interface to
maintain acceptable lower equipment bay subsystems environments
9. MAIN LANDING GEAR (MLG) - Verify or determine cold attlt_de-hold constraints envelope to prevent
violation of strut actuator and hydraulic dump valve minimum allowable temperature
I0. STAR TRACKER - Verify that hot and cold attitudes do not result in thermal distortions affecting
star-tracker accuracy
II. PAYLOADRETENTION FITTINGS
a. Obtain data for math model correlation to support payload integration analyses for definl-
tlon of retention-flttlng temperatures affecting payload and Orbiter interface loads
b. Determine preentry thermal conditioning requirements to prevent violation of specific pay-
load retention-flttlng minimum temperature allowables
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concerns which guided the test philosophy, there were also flight schedules which dictated the capa- !_.i...';_.ii
bility to achieve high beta angles. Also, the number of test flights initially was uncertain, _.....
Since the number of flights and the beta-angle conditions which could be achieved were uncer- _:,'- ..
rain, a matrix of attitudes and beta-angle conditions categorized as mandatory, highly desirable, and i'_!.':i!_:i_-
desirable was developed. This matrix formed the basis for defining flight tests which best fit the .i,!_..L.."
overall objectives for a given mission. Table 6 is a summary of test attitudes, purpose, beta ,- ....
angles, and hold time. The attitudes are defined in vehicle coordinates: -X nose, +X tail, +Z top, 'T_TT_'_t._
-Z botto_ +Y starboard side, and -Y port side. The attitud_ holds are defined as solar inertial '_:-;_.-.-:
(SI) or-three-axis hold, Earth local vertical (LV), and orbital rate or single-axis inertial. )__,_'__
Passive thermal control, which consists of a continuous roll of 2 to 5 revolutions per hour ('_.':-:'_"
about the X-axis with the X-axis perpendicular to the solar vector, and +ZLV (payload bay or top to _ _c_;_i.
Earth) for low beta angles were chosen as the most thermally benign attitudes to best satisfy the de- r:_.i/:'F'_i"._....
sire of minimizing the vehicle and subsystems thermal stress for the first mission, Also, PTC was .,:_. "
chosen as a method of thermally conditioning the vehicle before entry to satisfy TPS initial entry re- _:._:.
quirements and before test attitude holds to minimize structural gradients and provide initial known _ .....
temperature levels to minimize the error associated with initiating thermal math models for analyses _/.._
and comparison with flight data. The +XSI, tail to Sun attitude provided a relatively cold environ- 6i÷__,
ment for forward fuselage and midfuselage heaters, the hydraulics system, the star tracker, struc- ,._.:_:_
rural thermal deflection analyses (relating to payload bay door closure), and the main landing gear, ._:'_":"_'_''.L--;._i,.
as well as a hot condition for the OMS engine and aft _S engine housing. !_i_:_;+_
T?_ -
The -ZSI, bottom to Sun attitude provided a hot environment for TPS and structural heating, warm )_._-:--_-
lower midfuselage syste_ environment, and structural gradients for thermal deflection analysis sup- :/i:_ii.-_;_
port. This attitude followed by PTC provided data for verification of the preentry thermal condition- _..'../._-
_Ling of the TPS bondlines to meet entry temperature constraints, i_:_:_/-._-
The +YSI, starboard side to Sun attitude subjects one OMS pod to a relatively hot environment -_._.
and the other (port) pod to a cold environment to obtain heater performance data. Other objectives i:_":/-":
were to obtain side-to-side gradients to support thermal deflection analyses and to obtain additional _- - • "
main landing gear constraint data. The -XSI attitude with the nose pitched up 10°immediate]y follow- _IL:-!_-__-.
ing the +YSI attitude provided for a prolonged port OMS pod cold soak, which was desired, and pro- i_i_:!_i.
vided data to verify the Sun-angle envelope associated with the main landing gear constraint.
The main objective of the pure -XSI (nose to Sun) attitude was to obtain data on aft fuselage _/:__ -
systems and heaters in a cold environment, to verify another portion of the expected main landing i_.T_;"
gear cold attitude-hold constraint, hydraulic system response, and to provide a moderately warm envi- :!!;_!!!_
ronment for the forward RCS compartment, A secondary objective was to obtain additional ()MSpod .._;-_
heater performance data, _L-._:_._.
Two attitudes, tail to Sun with top to space orbital rate roll followed by 3 hours of PTC i_.:i_=
for three cycles and pure tail to Sun with top to space orbital rate roll, were identified as .-.._
candidates to provide the best data for cold TPS bondline, payload bay environment, and payload ._
retention-fitting thermal response as well as to provide data on the cold main landing gear and _":
hot orbital maneuvering engine (CME) line constraints. The +ZSI (payload bay to Sun) attitude :'m'_r_ ". "
was identified to" support verification of payload maxiB_u_ environments, payload retention-fitting .F_
warmup response, and star-tracker performance>in a hot environment, and to provide additional i!_,t-_."_
data for structural thermal deflection analysis for top-to-bottom thermal gradients which affect :_-.'_i_?_ii-_payload bay door closure. This attitude also provides the best environment for Ku-band antenna _ __
performance in a hot environment, whereas the +XSI (nose pitched down 15°) attitude would provide _.::._,_.._
for the best Ku-band antenna performance in a cold environment, _:_i_/_'__
Two additional attitudes of lower priority, +YSI (side to Sun) with payload bay of +Z-axis _ _ ..
rolled 400 toward the Sun and +XLV (nose to Earth) as described in table 6, were identified for _"i _ ,
flight tests if they could be flown with minimal impact, The attitudes categorized as mandatory ;_;__'-_,:_
represent the minimum:set of data required for TCS verification. Beta-angle ranges were identified _:-_!i_!_>_i_as show in table 6 as acceptable, highly desirable, and no requirement. This tabulation prov ded a
guide for determining the most appropriate mission for planning specific tests, As can be seen, the : . _
highly desirable category fell mainly in the high-beta-angle range since this range provides the op- _;_
portunity for actual demonstration of capability with minimum reliance on thermal math model correla- i_.--_
tion to data at lower beta angles. Attitude-hold periods were best estimates, based on analyses, of '/_.-_._-"
time required to approach steady-state structural temperatures, i,_-_ _,
_=, -
The second task was to identify subsystems functional tests for verifying thermally sensitive _-_-,_i-:
operating modes. The subsystems test objectives and test attitudes are summarized in table 7, These . . :.
tests required specific crew activity to implement particular subsystems operations which'would not _:.:'_=-_.i:_L__:i:,i
normally occur.
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TABLE 6.- THERMAL TEST t_l_
Generic ittttude Purpose Attitude Beta Ingle and
(given in Orbiter o_m approximate time requiroments a
structural body re_u t re-
coordinite system) lent
during OFT
L. beta _uderete beta Ht_ beta/
(0o to 4So) (4So to _,73o) 10_ S_(>730)
Sefligfl nov llld tntttal Mb A c (10 hr) A HOd
conditioning before
any mission themal
attitude sequence
(Seni_ env Eorth viewing+ZLV (t_ Earth,
X On vJ
+XSl (tall 5u_, $[}
-ZSI/PTC {bott
Sun, SI IPTC)
sequence mandatory
+YS| (Sl)O slde Sun,
Sl )
-XSI (nose Sun, SI)
-X$! (nose up 1O°)
6/3 deoo (tail Sun.
toO space orb rite
for 6 hr. Then.
3 hr PTC, then
repelt cycle 2
more tlmes with
ft_ll PlC of 10
hr, i.e.,
613161316/10)
+ZSl (toO Sun, SI)
+YSI top rolled
towards Sun 400
Till Sul_. top spice
Oft rate
÷XLV (till Earth
LV)
+XSI (nose dom
1_).
Cold art for fud RCS,
stir tricker, PLBD clo-
sure, and h)_. N.G
constrained ettttude
Hot OH( lines it high
botl
M A(N _) A t
PLeO closure, warn bets A (40/10
structure/recovery to he'}
helen destgo entry
interface 4dips
APS htr dole, Oonsp M A (40 hr)
merit attitude for
h_d end Fq._O. MLG
constritoed itt
Cold lit for told, eft, M A (80 hr)
end _$ her systems end
h)_d. N.G constrained
ett
Sam is above, only M A (40 hr)
colden for /_$ pod htl's
InO an kq.G constritnt
envelope limit
Cold bendline constrllot, M No requ't
deed-sMce vlentog, PeSO
closure, coldeSt PtB
liner, cold P/_ attach-
ments
M NO reqm't NO reqm't Me
{*Ohr
for OM(
lines)
M A HOf
A HO
A HD
A HO
A (_ _) HOf
Not PLB end wlom overall M A (40 hi') A HOf
Orbiter; vim $tlr
tricker
Not No'bend entennlg el) NO redm't NO r_qm't H0(.2ohr)
MLG constraint envelope He He (40 he') A A
1t_tt
Cold bondltne constraint, _ NO reqm't HE) (20 hr) NO reqm*t
denp-sbece vtj_ln_ 4t
noderlte boil. ¢01d Pt.B
linen, cold P/L ettich*
mertS I
lleni_m or posstbly cold Dh lit 0 (29 hr, NO redm't
boedltfle constraint It B _< 6400)
moderate beta
Cold Ku-hend intennll (q) A (_a_ h_) A A
rm'he esstgllreqt of ¢et_9ories (_detory, highly desir_le, accept_W_le, etc.) relative to beti
en_le is based solely on analysis end sub_ect tO change is liter diLL beo0m4 ivltla_le. Til_
(Ourition) requiranonts depend on attitude sequences to some extent. {See note fcllowin; footnotes. )
bM - enndetory.
cA • acceptable.
_eD • highly desirable.
eNR • not required if m_nditory, hl@ly desirable, accentoole, or desirable citegor_ _:hleved.
fAdditionll risk In overell cortlficatIoo me) exist if these ettit_Oes not OononstrateO at high
beta eesle.
)If Ko-baed antenna is not instilled during OFT flOsSes, 9enerlc domonstrltlon attitudes
similar to these ire required after OFT (unless adequate 9roood therm41 vacuum testing Occurs).
_1) • desirable.
.on:
ATTITUDE SEQUENCES: (1) It ts highly desirable Shot th_ *XSI, nose pttch_d Up 10O ittttudo follo_
the +YS| attitude to provtde e long cenbtned MS heater system demonstration.
(2) It is highly desirable that the -ZSI/PTC sequence ind the *ZS| ittttudo
follow a ¢old vehicle ettltude (such IS +l$l or -XSI) to denonstrlto
vehicle wimup from cold conditions.
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TABLE 7.- SUBSYSTEMS FUNCTIONAL THERMAL TESTS
Subsystem Test objective Test attitude
Payload bay doors • Demonstrate door closure capability • PTC (benign),. +ZLV
(benign), +XSI, -XSI,
+ZSI, -ZSI, and +X to
Sun with +Z to deep
space orbital rate
L"
) . .-.-TI
".:,t'.i/C."i'
• Determine effect of structure thermal
deformation in various attitudes
e Determine any constraints to payload
bay door closure
RCS engines e Obtain RCS engine continuous and duty a Forward engines - +XSI,
cycle firing thermal data to support -ZSI, or +ZLV
analytical definition of any firing
constraints which might exist (g tests
tota I)
• Port aft engines -
-XSI, -ZSI, +YSI, or
+ZLV
(]MS engine • Port engine - -XSI,
+YSI, or +ZLV
Hydraulics • +ZLV (benign)
• +ZLV (benign)
• +ZLV (benign)
+ZLV or postentry inter-
face period following e
benign attitude
• Obtain thermal response data to assess
thermal soakback effects on engine
components and Orbiter structure and
subsystems
• Operate each hydraulic system circula-
tion pump to obtain independent thermal
performance data (no thermal interaction
test)
m Operate all three hydraulic systems
sequentially to obtain interactive
thermal performance data (3 system
interaction test)
e Demonstrate circulation pump operation
in the software thermostat mode in a
benign environment (single system
thermal test}
• Obtain data to verify aerosurface
actuator cycling as a viable technique
for obtaining operational hydraulic
fluid temperatures to provide proper
actuator response during entry aero-
dynamic operations (entry thermal
conditioning)
• Provide data to verify the automatic
software timer mode operation of the
hydraulic circl}lation pumps
e Obtain data in nonoperating and opera-
ting modes under hot and cold environ-
mental conditions to determine thermal
effects on star-tracker accuracy
• Inhibit flash evaporator operation to
obtain line heater performance during
a period of fixed cold bias environmen-
tal conditions with no waterflow
e Obtain data during a defined water dump
period in a cold bias environment to
verify line and nozzle heater performance
• Post-OFT, obtain data in the heater-only
mode in both cold and hot environments
followed by a defined period of opera-
tion in the minimum and maximum heat
dissipation operating modes, respective-
ly, to verify thermal performance
• +XSI (tail tc Sun)
Star tracker • +ZSI (top_Sun)
+XSI (tail Sun)
Flash evaporator • -XSI (nose to Sun)
systam feedwater
lines
Potable water and
wastewater dump
lines and nozzles
• -X or +XSI
Ku-band antenna m +XSI, nose pitched
down 150 (cold)
• +ZSI, top Sun {hot)
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AS-FLOWN OFT THERMAL TES_ PROGRAM
As the OFT program solidified, it became evident that the high-beta-angle tests could not be ac-
complished within the designated four flights. In conjunction with this limitation, program manage-
merit recognized that a number of tests would have to cascade into the post-OFT or operational phase
of the Space Shuttle Program. As a result, it became necessary to identify post-OFT test require-
ments and instrumentation at an early stage for the purpose of defining and implementing instrumenta-
tion hardware requirements and to facilitate mission planning.
In light of the concerns over the adequacy of low-beta-angle data for verification, it was de-
cided to fly as many of the mandatory tests as practical during OFT at low beta angles, ever, though
the high-beta-angle tests were more desirable, and to define a critical set for POst-OFT testing at
high beta angles. This approach would allow getting the plan in place to assure adequate verifica-
tion but would also allow cancellation of the POst-OFT tests if the data from the first four flights
proved to be adequate.
The first Space Transportation System flight (STS-1) was flown in a +ZLV attitude with the tail
or +X-axis on the velocity vector to provide the desired benign environment. Program payload commit-
ments prevented accomplishment of T0S attitude tests during the STS-2 flight, which was flown in a
+ZLV attitude with the nose or -X-axis on the velocity vector as required by the payload. However,
scheduling changes for delaying removal of flight test instrumentation until after the fifth flight
(designated as the first operational flight) enabled a_cnmplishment of the four flight test programs
in the first five flights.
In figures 13(a) to 13(c), STS-3 to STS-5 testatt_tudes are shown. The attitudes chosen for
STS-3 were PTC for thermal conditioning befor_ and after the first attitude hold of +X (tail to Sun
with top to space) orbital rate roll followed by -XSI (nose to Sun) and +ZSI (top to Sun). It should
be noted here that, contrary to the initial categorization shown in table 6, the continuous +X to Sun
( TAIL TO SUN,
, _ TOP TO SPACE.
/,_ re, "_ ORBITAL RATEC .OLL,,,..,
CONTROL) SuN ,'
.__ SUN
TOP TO SUN, _- _" S
+Z Sl (27 HR) I r _ -_ _, i_ m_l
(a) STS-3.
//_ -_l-- AILTO SUN, _ -,_--
( _ J=.,,. Z-,E," .X ,, (,, ,',,> t t_))=''
BOTTOM TO SUN, PTC, +X ROLL --
-Z Sl (22 HR)
(b) STS-4.
I
i _
SUN _ ,_
-_ aIDE SUN, NOSE SUN,
• Y SI X-PEP ATTITUDE -X SI AI"TITUDE NOSE UP 10 e
(48 Nit) (24 HR)
(c) STs-s.
FIGURE 13.- THERMAL TEST ATTITUDES.
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orbital rate roll test condition was chosen over the three cycles of 6 hours of +X orbital rate roll
followed by 3 hours of PTC test condition. It was determined that a continuous hold would provide
better response data for TPS bondlines and the payload bay, for the beta angles that would be en-
countered, than would the cyclic test condition. The +XSI (tail to Sun) and -ZSI (bottom to Sun) at-
titudes followed by PTC were flown on STS-4. The STS-5 test attitudes were +YSI (starboard side to
Sun) followed by -XSI (nose to Sun) pitched up 100. In figure 14, simplified attitude time lines
flown on STS-I to STS-5 are shown.
In general, the TCS test attitudes were flown as planned. An exception was STS-4, during which
it was determined that an unacceptable quantity of moisture had been ingested by the TPS tiles and
bakeout of the tiles was required. This determination resulted in reversing the attitude profile se-
quence from +XSI and -ZSI followed by PTC to +ZSI, PTC, and +XSI. Loss of data for thermal response
of the black TPS tiles from a cold to a hot condition resulted.
Four test attitudes were designated as post-OFT test requirements: +ZSI, +XSI, -ZSI followed by
PTC, and the cyclic 6 hours of +X to the Sun with -Z to Earth orbital rate roll followed by 3 hours
of PTC. The post-OFT tests and objectives are summarized in table 8. Since the Ku-band antenna
would initially be flown in benign environments in the POst-OFT period and in light of ground thermal
test results, it was determined that the two test attitudes, +ZSI and +XSI (nose down ]50), for the
Ku-band could be treated as demonstration tests when convenient. All systems functional tests were
completed with the exception of the OME engine firing tests, one of nine RCS engine firing thermal
soakback tests, the potable water and wastewater dump te_ts, and two payload bay door closure tests.
In addition, three hydraulic system tests were abbreviated and redei_ined as a result of STS-2 being
shortened from 5 days to approximately 54 hours because of a fuel cell failure (table 9).
The OME firing and water dump tests were deleted since adeauate data were obtained as a matter
of course. In the case of the OME firing, the requirement was reevaluated because of propellant
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TABLE 8.- POST-(}_T TCS H_Gh-BETA-ANGLE FLIGHT TESTS
Vehtcle |ttttude Primary test objectives
+ZS| {toO to Sun) e Hot payload bay environment verification
• Determine effects of hot p_yload bay on ]o_er mldfuselage subsystems
envtroements
I Payload bKY door (PLBO) closure demonstration
• [danttf_ and define OH( I_'opellant feedltne hold constraint to
Prevent exceeding mcxtmum allowM_le operational temperature
i Demonstrate RLG ¢oId attitude-hold capability
e PLED closure dmonstratton
• Oeftne cold TPS bond]tne constraint .'
• Cold payload bay, cold envlrorment verification and obtatn payload
retention-fitting thenaal response data
• Demonstrate maxtmum TPS bondltne temperatures and thermal condition-
Ing recovery requtrnd to ¢ool to mextmum a11¢_able 4ntttal efltr_
• aperture levels
• Detemtne effects on lo_r mtdfuselage subsystems environments
TABLE g.- TCS FUNCTIONAL TEST ACCOMP!.ISHtq_qT$
Test planned F11ght
$TS-1 STS-2 ST$-3 STS-4 STS-5
Pl_'load bay door a +ZLV e +X orbltel • -ZS! (re- O +YS!
closure rite (re- qutred theme1 (deletnd)
_tred condlttontn9
thenl•l con- to close and
dlttontng to latch)
close lad
1itch)
• -XSI • +XSI (delete_
real ttm)
• ÷ZS!
RCS engtee flrtnfi • -XS! o +X$! e +YSZ 12
(Z tests) (3 tests) tests)
e -ZS! (1 test • -xs!
deleted) pttc_ed
up 10 0
(l test)
Hydriul t Cs
o No theme1 tat•P=
actton, 3 syst_
Interact |on, and
stngle system
t hermostet test
C3 tests)
O Entry therml
tend1 •toning
e Circulation pump
ttmer axle
Stir tracker
F1 ash evlk_orator
S.yStm feed_at_
11nes
Potable w|to_ and
Hste_ater dump
1tries and nozzles
Yernter ICS engtne
heater test
APU fuel and water
1the therml response
vttJt bestirs "Off"
• +ZLV (3 tests
rndoflned Pall
time for short-
e_ed masston)
J
• ÷ZLV
e -XS!
• +ZLV
(added foNo_-
_ne iTS*l)
• +XSl
• ÷XS!
* Delete_ (date
obtatned fro_
f11g_t 3)
e ÷z_v
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availability. The RCS engine firing, a IO0-second continuous burn 'of the aft-firing port engine, was
deleted in real time as a result of other mission conflicts and was not rescheduled. A progr_.man-
agement decision was made during the STS-4 mission to discontinue actual closing and latching of pay-
load bay doors in the thermal test attitudes. However, thermal data and structure deflection meas-
urements were obtained to support payload bay door verification.
Two functional tests were'added during the OFF program. As a result of in-fllght evidence that
the forward vernier RCS engine heaters appeared to be incapable of maintaining temperatures above
those indicative of leaking propellant valves during prolonged nonfiring periods, a special test was
defined and performed on STS-2 to provide engine thermal response with the engines !nhibited. Re-
sults of the test proved that either a hardware redesign or operational procedures would be required.
The second test resulted fro_ concern over "failed on" APU fuel line heaters overheating the fuel
lines during entry and posing a safety hazard. The only immediate solution would be to inhibit the
heaters; therefore, a test of the fuel line thermal response with heaters inhibited was implemented
on STS-4 to determine whether the lines would freeze before landing. This problem is discussed in
the following section.
FLIGHT TEST RESULTS OVERVIEW
The data presented herein are intended as an overview only for completeness of this report. De-
tailed evaluation, correlation of thermal math model_, and TCS analy_es to verify the Orbiter design
are expected to be complete approximately 1.5 years following completion of the required TCS tests.
The primary prelaunch concerns were with the aft fuselage cooldown associated with the main pro-
pulsion system cryogenic propellant effects, which normally occur approximately 4 hours before launch
when initial filling and conditioning of propellant lines within the aft fuselage begins. The aft fu-
selage prelaunch thermal model which was correlated to main propulsion s_tem ground test data pro-
vided very good predictions for the actual vehicle. Bulk gas and structure temperature predictions
were a maximum of 140 F warmer than actual prelaunch data (table 10).
On-orbit structure and TPS bondllnes generally were warmer in flight than predicted. Figures
15(a) to 15(c) are comparisons of STS-3 flight temperatures with preflight predictions for two repre-
sentative forward fuselage locations and one OMS pod TPS bondline location. Maximu_ deviations are
on the order of 300 F. It can also be seen that the structure transient thermal response tends to be
slower than predicted. In figure 16, the large gradients between the starboard (+Y) and port (-Y)
midfuselage sides experienced during the +YSI attitude on STS-5 are shown.
Most Orbiter heater systems performed better than predicted as would be expected in light of the
warmer structure t_nperatures experienced. In instances in which heater duty cycles were g_eater than
predicted, the increase was not of a magnitude that would cause alarm. Design performance acceptabil-
ity will be determined in the verification program. Exceptions were the forward vernier RCS engine
and forward RCS compartment radiant heater panels.
TABLE I0.- SUMMARY OF AFT FUSELAGE ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS
VERSUS STS-I DATA BEFORE LIFT-OFF
!?i:
Aft fuselage location Temperature, OF
STS-I data Preflight predictions
Forward bulk gas 66 70
u_'.; --L'
, "_L :
_.i_:.._-
._,..
Mid bulk gas 43 53
Aft bulk gas 35 40
Fuselage port sidewall 47 4_
Fuselage starboard sidewall 40 43
Fuselage botto_ centerline 40 43
Base heat shield 32 46
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During a 4-hour period on STS-I, the vernier RCS engines were inhibited from firing. The engine
heaters exhibited a 100-percent duty cycle, and temperatures continued to drop until the engines were
enabled to fire. Data from STS-1 were inadequate for analysis; therefore, a test was implemented on -
STS-2 for a prolonged nonfiring period to obtain heater response data. In figure 17, the response of
the port and starboard vernier engine oxidizer injector tubes, which are indicative of heater perform-
ance and are also used for leak detection, is shown. The dlfferences in temperature response and
heater "on" times result from the fact that, tw_cause of the moderate beta angle and +ZLV attitude
being"flown, sunlight was impinging on the port engine. The decrease in starboard engine temperature
continued after the heater activated, and the t_perature reached the engine valve leak detection
limit of 1300 F in approximately S hours 45 minutes after engine firing was inhibited. Inspection of
engine installations revealed higher than expected conductlon shorts and increased radiation losses.
Also on Sl_-1, the forward RCS compartment radiant panel heaters exhibited a 100-percent duty
cycle until they were disabled for entry (fig. 18). The heaters had been predicted to function ini-
tially at a mission elapsed time (MET) of 16 hours as compared to an actual time of 35 hours 20 min-
utes at a duty c_le of 25 percent. Inspection of the thermostat installation disclosed that the pro-
pellant line bracket next to the thermostat was made of aluminum rather than fiber glass and was
attached to an RCS purge and drain panel, which was more closely thermally coupled to the vehicle
cold structure than had been calculated. The increased conduction and the high radiant view factor
from the thermostat to the panel caused the high heater duty cycle. The initial concerns were that
overheating of RCS system components could occur and that an unnecessary amount of power was being
consumed. However, further analyses and flight data showed that overheating would not be a problem,
and the increased power usage did not justify a redesign.
Failed-on APU fuel llne heaters during entry would require a crewman to deactivate the failed
heaters during a high crew activity period and therefore was undesirable. To negate this possibil-
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ity, it was desirable to determine whether the heaters could be deactivated before entry without
freezing before ground power hookup after landing. A test was conducted on STS-4 by deactivating the
heaters in an environment representative of that expected just before entry. In figure 19, the
cooldown response of three locations on the APU I fuel service line is shown. It can be seen that
the coldest location, curve I, near the thermostat would reach the APU fuel freezing temperature of
350 F in less than.the 3 hours desired by flight operations and would require crew intervention.
Therefore, the heaters were not deactivated for entry.
The first data for determining the tail to,Sun attltude-hold constraint for the OME feedlines
were obtained on STS-3 during the 24 hours of +X to Sun orbital rate attitude. Temperature of the
engine feedlines reached II0o F at the end of the hold and was still increasing. Extrapolation of
the flight data indicated that the equilibrium temperature for th@ moderate beta angle that was flown
would have been 1200 F if the attitude had been held longer. This indication was verified during the
67-hour +XSI attitude hold on STS-4, in which the oxidizer line temperature reached approximately
120° F (fig. 20). Results of preliminary analyses indicate that the lines will exceed the 1450 F
limit for engine firing at beta angles exceeding 60°.
As expected, $TS-4 provided the best data for supporting definition of the main landing gear
strut actuators and hydraulic dump valve cold attitude-hold capability. The actuators and dump
valve_ reached minimum temperatures of -240 F and -28o F (-350 P minimum allowable), respectively,
at the end of the 67-hou_ +XSI attitude hold. The flight and predicted response for the strut ac-
tuator is shown in figure 21. Thermal model correlation and analyses will be required to define
the constraint envelope.
The first flight data on the adequacy of running the hydraulic system circulation pumps on orbit
as a means of maintaining fluid temperatures above the minimum limit of 0o P were returned on ST$-2.
A typical hydraulic line (system 2 body flap) response to a series of approximately 20 minutes "on,"
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180
45 minutes "off" cycles (manual operation by the crew) is compared with predictions in figure 22. It
can be seen that the temperature rise rate and levels are higher than predicted. Follow-on flight re-
sults have shown required pump duty cycles to be much less than predicted.
The therlnal response of a forward primary RCS engine during and after a 30-second continuous
test firing on STS-4 is shown in figure 23. Shown are the oxidizer and fuel injector tube and oxi-
dizer valve temperatures. The cooling effects of propellant flow and postfiring propellant evapora-
tive cooling can be seen beginning with the initiation of the firing at 142 hours 47 minutes MET
followed by a temperature rise as a result of thermal soakback after the firing. The data provide
a portion of the data base for thermal model correlation used to define any potential engine fir-
ing constraints.
Entry and postlanding thermal soakback effects on subsystems were minimal for the first five
flights. Detailed analyses Will be required for, hotter entry environments than those flown. How-
ever, no problems are anticipated.
POST-OFT TESTING
During the course of the first flve test f11ghts, it becam evident that the Quality and the
fidelity of the flight• test data were much better than expected. More importantly, the TC_ desion
appeared in most areas to exhibit greater margins and capability with respect to specified require-
ments when compared to preflight uncorrelated analytical predictions. _ recommendation was made and
accepted by the program management to accept the data from the first five flights as a basis for
design verification. Also, except for some minor tests to investigate deslg_ differences-between
vehicles, the post-OFT TCS tests were deleted.
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CONCLUSIONS
The definition of comprehensive thermal test requirements and integration of these requirements
with basic mission objectives, operational and crew activities, payloads, and other systems test re-
quirements led to the successful implementation and completion of the OFT thermal flight test pro-
gram. The approach of initially testing in benign environments to minimize risk and gain confidence
in the design before thermally stressing the vehicle proved to be sound. The approach also provided
a basis of known pe_omance for mission planning in critical areas such as payload bay door closure
and preentry thermal conditioning.
The success of the test program was due largely to the dedication of mission planning, program
requirements, and engineering personnel working as a team to integrate the various objectives and re-
quirements into cohesive and practical crew activities and time lines for each test flight. Adequate
data were obtained to support verification of the Orbiter TCS design. Results of preliminary analy-
ses indicate that the TCS design will meet or exceed the vehicle specification requirements.
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